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"Labor Against Empire: At Home and Abroad"
by Robin D. G. Kelley

And this is the people whose "inferiority," whose
"retrogression," whose "savagery," is advanced as a
justification for intervention -- for the ruthless slaughter
of three thousand of its practically defenseless sons, with
the death of a score of our own boys, for the utterly
selfish exploitation of the country by American big
finance, for the destruction of America's most precious
heritage -- her traditional fair play, her sense of justice,
her aid to the oppressed. "Inferiority" always was the
excuse of ruthless imperialism. . .

James Weldon Johnson, "Self-Determining Haiti IV. The Haitian People,"
The Nation 111 (Sept. 25, 1920),

Had these words been written today, James Weldon Johnson could
have easily been talking about Baghdad. Writing in 1920, five years into
what would prove to be a nearly two decade-long occupation, Johnson
pressed the point that Empire is always built on violence and racism and
ultimately underscores the importance of waging an anti-imperialist
movement within the U.S. Of course, Johnson wasn't a lone voice in the
wilderness; the demand for the U.S. to withdraw from Haiti was
practically universal among African Americans and certainly among the
Left.

Anti-imperialism has been fundamental to black radical politics in
the past, and we need to make it central to contemporary labor struggles--
not just black labor. Today we face an American Empire more powerful
than ever, and certainly as ruthless as in the days of Haiti's occupation.
Under the Bush administration's global war, we are witnessing the
suppression of self- determination for nations of the Global South and the
real possibility of re-colonization; massive poverty and the disappearance
of viable welfare states in the face of structural adjustment policies;
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privatization of the commons, resulting in imperialist control over
indigenous resources; unbridled corporate destruction of the environment
resulting in global warming, droughts and epidemics; and the suppression
of radical movements for social justice and transformation. The latter is
particularly important right now, as the Bush administration scrambles to
reform the FBI and CIA in response to intelligence failures. A police state
is certainly conceivable, especially with the onset of Patriot Acts I and II,
which permit widened surveillance and wiretap powers for the
government, abrogation of attorney client privilege; and indefinite
detention without charge of "aliens" (including legal aliens). When the
ACLU and other organizations criticized the current administration's
assault on civil liberties, this is what attorney general John Ashcroft had to
say: "To those who scare peace-loving people with phantoms of lost
liberty, my message is this: Your tactics only aid terrorists."1 The violent
expansion of the U.S. Empire, in other words, has dire consequences for
domestic politics. As Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., warned back in the era
of Vietnam, civil liberties at home are one of the "casualties of war."

We all have a general sense of the motivations and scope of the
current American Empire, especially in the Middle East, and the
relationship between the Bush regime and corporations like Halliburton
and the Bechtel Group and Exxon. I don't want to rehearse that story.
Rather, I want to make a case for why labor needs to support a strong,
international anti- imperialist movement. I also want to suggest that the
struggle against Empire should not be limited to globalization and military
intervention abroad but ought to extend right here to America's internal
colonies-notably, the modern ghettoes.

Prior to the Sweeney era, we know that the leaders of organized
labor played a more active role in support of U.S. imperialism than the
other way around. George Meany and Lane Kirkland were a stalwart Cold
Warriors. Kirkland supported interventions and other policies that
undermined the condition of workers, notably in Third World countries,
and in doing so undercut efforts to build internationalism.2 U.S. labor
organizers who have struggled over the past decade to build cross-border
and international organizing had the extra burden of having to overcome
this legacy of mistrust and betrayal.

Of course, Lane Kirkland and AFL-CIO leadership doesn't speak
or act for all workers. There are many powerful, heroic examples of
working class anti-imperialism we can point to, even before Sweeney and
his crew took over. We can point to the dramatic refusal of dockworkers in
the bay area to unload South African ships during the apartheid era, or
their more recent efforts against the war, and we should acknowledge the
active role labor played in the anti-globalization protests in Seattle in
1999. However, refusing to back U.S. imperialism and trying to build
international solidarity is not necessarily the same thing as an anti-
imperialist strategy-as putting the struggle against Empire front and center.
The standard argument is that we should not expect trade unions to
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commit time and resources to fighting imperialism since their primary role
is the protect workers immediate interests. But I contend that Empire,
especially in its current manifestation, does threaten the immediate
interests of working people-especially workers of color.

First, even before the language of globalization came into
currency, modern empires were created in large part to exploit cheap labor
abroad, which in turn undermined conditions of workers in the metropolis
and everywhere around the world by putting downward pressure on
wages. Imperialists not only sought out cheap-sometimes "corvee" or
forced-labor to extract raw materials, but increasingly transferred
production processes to the outskirts of Empire. Sure, cheaper consumer
goods in the metropolis were a consequence of imperialist exploitation,
but so was the weakening of labor solidarity.

Second, because empires are built on racist ideology, it feeds on
the persistence of popular racism and draws many white workers (in
Europe and the U.S.) in support of imperialist policies. Rather than
identify with the 'workers of the world,' too often white working people
see themselves as partners in the imperial project. We must not forget that
the United States was born an imperialist country based on slavery and the
subjugation of its indigenous population. The American Revolution was,
for all intents and purposes, a struggle between an incipient American
bourgeoisie and the British crown over the right to rule the new empire,
the right to Manifest Destiny. As an imperialist country, a national sense
of difference, of "American ness" forged across class lines was owes a
greater debt to the Indian wars and slavery than to anti-British sentiment.
The triumph of white supremacy after Reconstruction was a great tragedy
precisely because it mobilized white workers around the idea of their
superiority on a world scale. As W. E. B. DuBois showed us in his
magisterial Black Reconstruction in America, the defeat of democracy in
the U.S. South opened the door for the occupation of Cuba, the
Philippines, and Haiti, as well as a consolidation of white supremacy,
increased nativism, social Darwinism, and formal colonialism throughout
Africa.3

With the defeat of Reconstruction, American imperialism further
fueled industrialization, which in turn produced a wave of strikes and
labor action that had to be put down by force and violence. What might
have been a truly revolutionary era of labor upheaval was crushed in large
part because of the color line. Tragically, because so many white workers
bought into white supremacy-and hence, U.S. Empire-organized labor in
the late 19th century found itself in the awkward position of
simultaneously fighting capital and while waging war against workers of
color whom they deemed a threat to their livelihood. Thus white workers
backed the Chinese Exclusion Act, rioted against Chinese workers on the
West Coast4, or participating in mob violence against black people in
places like Wilmington (1898), New York (1900), New Orleans (1900),
Atlanta (1906), Springfield (1908), to name but a few.5 We don't see
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massive white working class resistance to lynching, black
disfranchisement, or segregation. If anything, one could argue that violent
subjugation of people of color at the turn of the century was an extension
of the colonial wars of pacification taking place throughout Africa,
Caribbean, Philippines, and South Asia. Indeed, a few black troops in both
theaters noted the similarities between racial violence in the states and the
treatment of America's new colonial subjects. One black soldier in the
Philippines expressed his utter contempt for the way whites "began to
apply home treatment for colored peoples: curse them as damned niggers,
steal from and ravish them, rob them on the street of their small change. . .
kick the poor unfortunate if he complained, desecrate their church
property, and after fighting began, looted everything in sight, burning,
robbing the graves."6 With the onset of World War I, the hope of working
class internationalism was temporarily dashed as European and American
workers lined up behind nationalism and militarism. Once again, W.E.B.
DuBois said it best: white workers were "practically invited to share in
this new exploitation, and particularly were flattered by popular appeals to
their inherent superiority to 'Dagoes,' 'Chinks,' 'Japs,' and 'Niggers.'''7

Today racism continues to under gird Empire. While anti-black
racism persists, in this post 9/11 climate we've witnessed extreme anti-
Arab and anti-Muslim bigotry, along with heightened xenophobia and
anti-immigrant sentiment. Certainly racism, as well as sexism, helps
explain the extent and character of the torture meted out to Iraqi prisoners
by U.S. troops at the Abu Ghraib prison. The kind of sexual humiliation
and degradation to which these Iraqi men were subject to was possible
because Islam and the whole Arab world had been so dehumanized in
Western media and culture. The acts of sexual humiliation (e.g., forcing
them into mock sexual positions, making them pile on each other naked
wearing only a plastic bag over their heads, forcing them to masturbate,
etc.) demonstrate what we've known for some time: that sexual conquest
and subjugation are inherent features of imperialist wars.8

The tweedledee to racism's tweedledum, is nationalism. The
persistence of American nationalism continues to prop up Empire. The
most obvious example is the way the interests of corporations and
ideologues are publicly discussed as if they represent the collective
interests of the entire nation. I'm always amazed by how the media can use
phrases like "our interests" or "U.S. interests" without ever acknowledging
that what's good for business may not be good for working people.
American nationalism is simply at odds with the broader interests of labor.
There is no alternative to international solidarity. Those old slogans of
"workers of the world unite" and "an injury to one is an injury to all" were
not supposed to be bounded to a nation-state. This is why, say, supporting
trade policies and subsidies that prop up metropolitan wages at the
expense of workers in the global South only undermines the position of
labor everywhere. Indeed, if anything it strengthens Empire.
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Perhaps the clearest and most outspoken voice in support of a labor
anti-imperialist strategy is Eric Mann, founder of the Labor/Community
Strategy Center. His recent book, Dispatches from Durban, analyzes the
current crisis with the goal of building a vibrant anti-racist, anti-imperialist
left. He takes issue with Leftists who have begun to abandon
internationalism in favor of a kind of "left patriotism." Mann questions
whether it is even possible for internationalists to stand behind any
national flag, particularly the stars and stripes because it has come to
represent a long history of intervention, war mongering, and imperialism.
Moreover, he suggests that embracing patriotism makes it difficult to build
international solidarity and oppose U.S. imperialism in other parts of the
world.9

For Mann, the only viable choice progressive labor activists have
is to rebuild a revitalized U.S. Left-a Left committed to blocking
American intervention in Third World countries, battling corporate
globalization, and defending the rights for oppressed nationalities here in
the "belly of the beast." He calls on anti-globalization activists to take on
racism as a central issue on a global as well as local level. In fact, the
division between the anti globalization movement and antiracist and
reparations movements has exposed one of the central flaws in current
efforts to build an effective anti imperialist strategy. If we go back just two
decades ago, we are reminded that what is now called anti-globalization
was considered anti-imperialist, and that the conditions we are now
battling were coalescing then. Of course, in the 1980s we lived through a
period of tremendous right-wing drift, capital flight, monopolization,
unemployment, decline of urban communities, and state terror, but the
movements that emerged in opposition were real challenges. It was the age
when a vibrant anti-Apartheid movement helped bring about an end to
white minority rule in South Africa. Solidarity movements in support of
struggles for justice in Central America, Africa, and Asia were very active
and visible. And some of these movements were sustained by new
immigrants, many of whom were refugees of what Commandante Marcos
calls the "Third World War"-the last half century of U.S. intervention,
counterinsurgency missions, Cold War battles over control of the Global
South, and revolutions. An unknown number of Salvadorans,
Guatemalans, Mexicans, Grenadians, Haitians, South Africans, Sri
Lankans, Koreans, etc., played critical roles in the resurgent anti-
imperialist movements of the 80s.

The movement demanding reparations for African and African-
descended people has the potential of being a critical site of anti-
imperialist mobilizing precisely because it exposes the relationship
between the development of capitalism, racism, colonialism and slavery.
As long as the reparations movement is not derailed by backroom deals or
is reduced to a token payment to black leaders and heads of states without
a profound transformation of society, the movement can challenge racism,
capitalism, and imperialism directly. By claiming that a huge portion of
accumulated capital was obtained illegitimately, arguments for reparations
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strike directly at institutions such as the World Bank, the IMF, and the G-7
nations. The demand for reparations, after all, is not a hand out but a down
payment for centuries of unpaid labor, violence, and exploitation, and any
effort to really come close to making a just retribution would "break the
bank," sort of speak. Finally, a successful reparations campaign can also
transform the lives of many struggling working people, not just people of
African descent. Assuming that reparations would be paid out to
institutions rather than to individuals, it would mean that all impoverished
urban residents would benefit from a massive infusion of capital for
infrastructure, housing, schools, civic organizations, and related
institutions. Demanding such a transfer of resources makes perfect
historical sense because the large populations of poor Latinos, Native
Americans, and Asian Americans who occupy poor urban communities
were products of centuries of imperialism - slavery's handmaiden, if you
will. And obviously, Afro-Caribbean immigrants are also descendants of
slaves and products of policies that compelled them to leave one kind of
poverty for another.10

The issue of reparations exposes some of the domestic implications
of U.S. Empire, namely that poor urban communities in North America
often exist in a colonial relationship to the state and the global economy.
Consider a place like Harlem, where the subjugated population is currently
experiencing displacement by a new wave of pioneers (not all white), a
settler community armed with the backing of private capital and the state.
More directly, multinational capital has begun to colonize Harlem, evident
by the expansion of large chains, like the Gap, Starbucks, H&M-at the
expense of local businesses. These multinationals take advantage of cheap
labor as well as the burgeoning consumer base. And support for these
interventions come from the state-100 million dollar empowerment zone
grant and 250 million in tax credits, which are used to buttress capital, not
the well-being of working people and the poor in Harlem. And like other
locations within the U.S. Empire, force and violence was sometimes
employed to create the optimal conditions for the penetration of "foreign
capital. On October 17, 1994, the same year Harlem became an
empowerment zone, the mayor dispatched four hundred officers dressed in
riot gear to remove the street vendors on 125th Street. These vendors, who
had been selling their wares for at least three decades or more, represented
a truly diasporic entrepreneurial class, with merchants hailing from West
Africa and the Caribbean operating alongside native-born African
Americans. Although conflict between "legitimate" businesses along
125th and the street vendors had been brewing since the 1970s, it is not an
accident that the first military operations against them coincides with
initiatives to woo the Gap and Starbucks into opening shop in Harlem.ll

Giuliani and the police also sought to prepare the ground for their
new residents by stepping up the "war on drugs." Although much of
Harlem has been ravaged by the crack epidemic in the 1980s, the number
of drug arrests has increased significantly over the past five years despite a
steady decline in drug use and violent crimes. Undercover officers are
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everywhere in Harlem, mostly engaged in "buy and bust" operations in
which they randomly seek out dealers, make a purchase, and call their
"field team" to execute the arrest. Their job is to essentially round up all
the low-level dealers, including lookouts or addicts who earn vials of
crack by simply finding customers. All of these initiatives are part of a
general clearing of the land.

Whether intended or not, UMEZ orientation toward corporate
developers and global chains, in combination with rising rents, and a
decline in pedestrian traffic due to the removal of vendors on 125th Street,
has led to the destruction of local businesses. Copeland's restaurant has
been an institution on 145th Street for over a quarter century. When owner
Calvin T. Copeland tried to join new economic initiatives by opening a
second eatery on 125th Street in 1996, the rents drove forced him to close
down after less than two years. As soon as he vacated, Metropolitan Life
Insurance opened an office in the space. Isis and Associates owned a store
on 12 5th that sold books, greeting cards and gifts. Her business was fairly
lucrative, but within two years of Harlem becoming an empowerment
zone, sales began dropping precipitously. By 1998, their business declined
by some 90%. Ms. Isis was very philosophical about the matter: "We've
held the fort, we created the market, and now other people are going to
come in and reap the benefits."12 Leon Griffith's Record Shack, a Harlem
mainstay since the 1960s, was driven out by HMV. "They may bring jobs
to the area," Griffiths mused, "but at the same time they are destroying our
businesses. . . . I live in Harlem. So the money that used to stay in the
community is now leaving it and we're losing control."13 As Lloyd
Williams, president of the Greater Harlem Chamber of Commerce,
observed recently, the majority of businesses on 125th St. are now owned
by outsiders. "The number of people from this community who own
anything on 125th Street you can count on one hand and still have a
number of fingers left."14

The big wigs overseeing the process of Harlem's economic
"empowerment" have not shown much sympathy toward the small
entrepreneurs. On the contrary, Deborah C. Wright, President and CEO of
the UMEZ, and Barbara Askins, executive director of the 125th St.
Business Improvement District, have taken a somewhat Darwinian free
market approach to the matter-only the strong survive and that's the way it
ought to be. As Barbara Askins explained, "If you can prepare yourself, if
you can get that customer that Disney can draw to come into your store,
then you can survive."l5 They also justify their policies by arguing that
these big corporations are providing jobs and better quality services for
Harlem residents. The problem, of course, is that the jobs in question are
low-wage service positions that don't pay enough for employees to cover
the rising rents in the neighborhood. And the loss of local business not
only means the loss of capital that might have been reinvested in the
community, but it can have an adverse affect on services. For example,
when the corporate chain Duane Reade established a big store in Harlem,
several local drug stores were driven out of business. The result has been
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fewer neighborhood drugstores, thus placing a greater burden on the
elderly and infirm to travel for prescription drugs and related needs.

While Harlem, for all of its hidden problems, can still be promoted
as a jewel in the Empire's crown, a place like Cincinnati represents
colonial domination in its raw, naked form. The city entered the world
stage in a big way in April of 2001 when police fatally shot Timothy
Thomas, a 19-year-old African American, in the predominantly black
neighborhood of Over-the Rhine. Police pursued Thomas, who was
unarmed, because had a warrant out for his arrest because of unpaid
parking tickets. His murder sparked a massive insurrection in Over-the-
Rhine and in other parts of Cincinnati that forced the Mayor to impose a
state of emergency and compelled the Governor to send in National Guard
troops. Thomas's murder was just the tip of the iceberg. He was the
fifteenth black man killed by police since 1995, and the fourth to die since
November of 2000. Moreover, Over-the-Rhine was, and still is, an
extremely poor community. According to the 2000 Census, residents of
the heart of Over-the-Rhine reported a median household income of less
than $6,000, while the median household income for white city residents
is $36,452.16

The community has experienced a dramatic loss of population over
the past two decades. Many buildings are abandoned, desolate, burned out;
there is a significant homeless population in the neighborhood, especially
around Washington Park; black youth are everywhere on the street-some
dealing drugs, others just hanging out with nothing to do. At the same
time, the neighborhood is ripe for the kind of gentrification that is altering
Harlem's social and political landscape. Conveniently located adjacent to
the central downtown business district, the housing stock consists of old
tenement buildings that can be converted into hip loft spaces, and the
neighborhood is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Since at
least 1995, there has been an aggressive effort to gentrify-or rather
colonize-Over-the-Rhine lead by powerful neoliberal institutions,
including the Urban Land Institute, Downtown Cincinnati Inc., the
Department of Economic Development of the City of Cincinnati, and the
Chamber of Commerce in Over-the-Rhine. It was something akin to the
Berlin Conference in 1884, when the leaders of European nations met
around the table to carve up Africa. The forces of neoliberalism and
corporate capital did not ask local residents for their input, nor did they
consult with the Over-the-Rhine Community Council which is the
legitimate representative body for the neighborhood according to law. At
the heart of their vision was a $99.2 million project to construct a Greater
Cincinnati Fine Arts and Education Campus that would incorporate the
historic Music Hall.17

Except for a few business ventures-cafes and restaurants catering
to chic urbanites-the neoliberal master plan has stalled in the face of fierce
community opposition. Activists have waged a campaign against
gentrification, demanding instead economic development that would
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encourage the revitalization and renovation of these old buildings to create
low-income housing and job opportunities for residents. Spearheaded by
the Over-the-Rhine People's Movement (OTRPM), The Center for
Community Engagement directed by the progressive architect Thomas
Dutton, the Over the-Rhine Housing Network, among others, the group
has been able to fend off the "colonizers" and transform several buildings
for the purpose of creating low-income housing. Most importantly, the
OTRPM has been fighting a very long battle to preserve the Drop Inn
Center-a major homeless shelter that stands in the way of the Music
Hall/Fine Arts campus expansion. The city fathers and corporate forces
have waged a smear campaign against grass-roots community activists,
particularly those involved in OTRPM.18

Despite these astonishing examples of resistance, most of the
residents of Over-the-Rhine, as well as most black working-class residents
spread throughout Cincinnati's nine black communities, live and toil under
conditions that can only be described as neo-colonial. Besides being one
of the poorest and most segregated large city in the U.S., in 1999 HUD
declared parts of nine predominantly African-American neighborhoods in
Cincinnati "Economic Disaster Areas."19 The police treat these
communities like a war zone or, better yet, an occupation. The police
murders of unarmed black men like Timothy Thomas are only the most
egregious cases. Like Harlem, the war on drugs intensified in Over-the-
Rhine at the very moment when developers were looking to push the
residents out. Since 1995, police have made an average 2,300 drug arrests
per year in Over-the-Rhine-a neighborhood whose total population barely
exceeded 7,600 in 2000.20

Meanwhile, as Over-the-Rhine residents fight displacement,
joblessness and police repression, the city council devotes resources to
retain multinational capital in the city and to buttress predominantly white
suburban neighborhoods. When the luxury retail chain Saks Fifth Avenue
threatened to leave Cincinnati's downtown district, the city gave the store
6.6 million from the city to upgrade its window display. Kroger's, the
national supermarket chain, decided to keep one of their main corporate
headquarters in Cincinnati after the city promised the firm about $15
million to build a new downtown parking lot.21 The inequality is
strikingly evident in the way the city distributed its federal empowerment
zone monies. Of the $100 million Cincinnati received, less than three
percent was invested in any of its nine black neighborhoods. Indeed, a
recent audit of the Cincinnati Empowerment Zone Corporation has
exposed numerous examples of mismanagement and deliberate inequality
in the way the monies were invested. In some cases, monies earmarked for
one community was used for another; in another case, the Corporation
could not account for over $300,000.22

The struggles in Harlem and Over-the-Rhine are labor struggles.
These are working class communities that are facing joblessness and
displacement, and as such few of the residents enjoy the protection of
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trade unions or job security.  But they are fighting back and that fight is
inherently anti-imperialist and therefore anti-racist. They are battling the
same forces of global capital and neoliberalism that have produced
massive displacement and pauperization of working people around the
globe. And these forces have drawn on much of the same language of old-
school imperialism: the people outside the West are uncivilized,
backward-looking, potential threats and thus need freedom and
democracy. If it cannot be taught then it must be imposed by force. Racial
language, however implicit or veiled, is employed to explain difference, to
justify a hierarchy of nation-states within the new global order, and to
undercut outrage or opposition to inhumane treatment of non white
people. Whether we are talking about the Philippines or Cuba or Vietnam,
Empire requires the demonization of the Other (and, therefore, the
reassertion of white supremacy). Once again, modern Empire is always a
racial project. We can see this clearly in the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan,
the occupation of Palestinian land, the bombing runs on Vieques or any
place where Empire strikes in its quest for resources, cheap labor, new
consumers, and geopolitical power.

The victims of imperialism are labor's allies, pure and simple.
"Workers of the World Unite!" might be an old-fashioned slogan, but it is
still the fundamental political injunction for working people. Labor in the
U.S. or anywhere cannot afford to embrace a blind patriotism that defines
loyalty in terms of support for the ruling interests of the nation-state.
Wherever the U.S. Empire raises its ugly head, abroad or right here in the
wilderness of North America, working people and their allies across
national borders need to be prepared to do battle. We need to follow the
example of the French and Caribbean Surrealists, who in 1932 published a
broadside called "Murderous Humanitarianism" in which they vowed to
change "the imperialist war, in its chronic and colonial form, into a civil
war. Thus we placed our energies at the disposal of revolution, of the
proletariat and its struggles, and defined our attitude towards the colonial
problem, and hence towards the colour question."23 We might go one step
further, vowing to turn the peace movement into an anti-imperialist
movement, and extend that anti- imperialist movement into a struggle for
democracy right here in the U.S. Doing so means recognizing, as the
Surrealists had over seventy years ago, that at the heart of the matter lay
the "colour question."

Finally, as activists and working people living here in the U.S., we
bear much of the responsibility for waging a sustained attack on
imperialism. We need to continue to hold mass demonstrations; organize
teach-ins and provide political education on the nature and consequences
of imperialism; provide material, moral, and tactical support for the
victims of U.S. wars of aggression; battle both Republicans and
Democrats over foreign and domestic policies; and support international
justice efforts such as the World Tribunal on Iraq.24 I don't think it is an
exaggeration to suggest that the American Empire threatens the future of
humanity, and I'm obviously not the first (or last) to say it. Nearly half a
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century ago, W.E.B. DuBois warned us of the consequences of the New
American Empire. His words are startlingly prescient: "Today we are
lying, stealing, and killing. We call all this by finer names: Advertising,
Free Enterprise, and National Defense. But names in the end deceive no
one; today we use science to help us deceive our fellows; we take wealth
that we never earned and we are devoting all our energies to kill, maim
and drive insane, men, women, and children who dare refuse to do what
we want done. No nation threatens us. We threaten the world."25
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